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MARINE LE PEN MIGHT BE FACING EMMANUEL MACRON IN 2nd ROUND OF
RUNNING PRESIDENT
SHE SEES HERSELF "READY TO GOVERN "

Paris, Washington DC, 29.03.2022, 22:44 Time

USPA NEWS - Marine Le Pen, of RN, the candidate for the 2022 Presidential election in France, confirms her lead over the ten other
candidates by positioning herself second, with 21% of voting intention (BFM / Elabe Opinion Polls) behind Emmanuel Macron (27%)
whom she is getting closer to, candidate for her own re-election on April 10, 2022, next. These results foresee her in the second round
with 46% against Emmanuel Macron, with 54%, which will take place on April 24th. The other candidates are Jean Luc Mélenchon
(LFI, Far Left) with 15%, Valerie Pecresse (LR, Right, Republican) with 10% tied with Eric Zemmour (Reconquête, Right), with 10%
too. Marine Le Pen, is not an outcasted anymore, thanks to her ego-less attitude, and appears like the girl next door, behaving smiling
in a cool attitude, yet still firm, when it comes to comply with her patriotic convictions and takes tough decisions. Some say she has
changed, she has answered them "I evolved and gained age and wisdom". She is even called for offering selfies to the fans. She force
respect by her resistance in the face of adversity, that makes her sexy, in front of other candidates who spend their time attacking and
complaining &whining.

MARINE LE PEN MIGHT BE FACING EMMANUEL MACRON IN 2nd ROUND OF PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 10 APRIL Marine
Le Pen, of Rassemblement National, the candidate for the 2022 Presidential election in France, confirms her lead over the ten other
candidates by positioning herself second, with 21% of voting intention (BFM / Elabe Opinion Polls) behind Emmanuel Macron (27%)
whom she is getting closer to, candidate for her own re-election on April 10, 2022, next. These results foresee her in the second round
with 46% against Emmanuel Macron, with 54%, which will take place on April 24th. The other candidates are Jean Luc Melenchon
(LFI, Far Left) with 15%, Valerie Pecresse (LR, Right, Republican) with 10% tied with Eric Zemmour (Reconquête, Right), with 10%
too. Marine Le Pen, is not an outcasted anymore, thanks to her ego-less attitude, and appears like the girl next door, behaving smiling
in a cool attitude, yet still firm, when it comes to comply with her patriotic convictions and takes tough decisions. Some say she has
changed, she has answered them "I evolved and gained age and wisdom". She is even called for offering selfies to the fans. Since the
start of the presidential campaign, Marine Le Pen has charted her course, despite the obstacles, as the heart of many deputies and
faithful of the National Rally party, left her for the Reconquest party founded by Eric Zemmour in December 2021, as Guillaume
Pelletier (Depute Republican), Gilbert Collard (Depute RN), and even Marion Marechal Le Pen, her niece. She force respect by her
resistance in the face of adversity, and that makes her sexy, in front of other candidates who spend their time attacking and/or
complaining and whining.

MARINE LE PEN SI RANKED BEHIND EMMANUEL MACRON In 1rd ROUND OF PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 10 APRIL-
ACCORDING to POLLINGS . The first round of the presidential election will take place on April 10, the second on April 24. According
to the polls, the highest probability of seeing in the second round, the following candidates in descending order of % opinion of voting
intentions of Emmanuel Macron (28%), Marine Le Pen (20%), Jean- Luc Melenchon (15%), Valérie Pecresse (10%), Éric Zemmour
(10%) or, but as we have, these are only projections based on polls, which each election have proven to more or less accurate... We
will strive to analyze objectively based on the dynamics of each of the twelve candidates. This dynamic, which has been confirmed for
a few weeks now, already places Marine Le Pen, the candidate for the French Presidency, who has led the most solid campaign,
which for the moment has made her resist all obstacles by continuing on her way. , never giving up or in the face of adversity and no
longer in the face of betrayal and political low blows.

MARINE LE PEN UNVEILED A STRONG PROGRAM WITH 22 PROPOSALS FOR 2022 Marine Le Pen has unveiled an extensive
program, with 22 pork proposals for 2022, sweeping around twenty subjects, and in particular economic subjects, (which was one of
her alkynes), which she seems to have better mastered than in 2017, in the face of to Emmanuel Macron. She got down to work long
before the war in Ukraine on the most sensitive subject, purchasing power, essentially targeting the popular and middle class chalices.
The subject of insecurity and the fight against mass immigration has been diminished, given the jeopardization by the new candidate
Eric Zemmour, of whom he is the spearhead. She suggests a referendum to decide to reduce massive immigration to France and
proposes to send foreign offenders back to their countries, which if they refuse to welcome them, will be deprived of money transfers



via Western Union, from France. .
The other aspect of her successful campaign (so far), is her persona, as she leaves serene, calm, in the face of adversity, and even
gives the impression of a woman who feels good about herself" this makes the candidate sexier, because she is neither aggressive nor
offensive, rather smiling and going through the chapters of her program, saying she is "ready to preside over France" in contrast to
2017, where she is not.... It emerges from Marine Le Pen, a femininity buried for several previous years, from this lawyer heiress of the
Jean Marie Le Pen clan, whose party (FN) Front National was associated with an extreme endowment hard to see "fascists" according
to certain commentators and journalists…
Her peaceful candidate profile can better attract the sympathy of the incarnation of a future President of the Republic, because it is
subliminally more attractive and sexy, for a voter, who will prefer to elect a leader of serene appearance...

MARINE LE PEN IS RUNNING FOR FRENCH PRESIDENCY FOR THE 4TH TIME IN AND CALLS HERSELF "READY TO
GOVERN" This is the fourth time that Marine Le Pen has run for the presidential elections (2002, 2012, 2017 and 2022). IN 2017,
Marne Le Pen was facing Emmanuel Macron in the second round, and had missed her debate between rounds> When asked if she
had red the page or kept a "trauma" from this debate, Marine Le Pen, readily acknowledges to be "unprepared for this debate" and
responds "Our difficulty is to show that our solutions are very solid", adding "April 10 at 8:02 p.m., everything changes and we reset
everything", talking about the next election of 2022. In 2017, Marine Le Pen, who had managed to expand her sphere of influence in
the National Rally by creating a "patriotic and republican alliance" with the sovereignist Nicolas Dupont-Aignan (4.7% of the votes cast
in the first round) with Celle- it will however be ephemeral and not renewed, on the initiative of Nicolas Dupont-Aignan, in the legislative
elections of June 2017.

ERIC ZEMOUR HELPED UP MARINE LE PEN BY HAVING AN EVEN MORE RADICAL DOCTRINE THAN HER & CREATING A
NEW NATIONALIST RIGHT WING WITH "RECONQUETE"
However, since the victory of Emmanuel Macron's election in 2017, the hypothesis of a second round in 2022 between the outgoing
president and Marine Le Pen seemed the most likely, even if according to the polls, still, a new outsider, Eric Zemmour arrives in the
current campaign, which has upset the political spectrum.Indeed Eric Zemmour, a former political journalist, created a new political
party, "Reconquete" in three months, which absorbs the electorate of the candidate of the National Rally, Marine Le Pen, as well as
that of Valerie Pecresse, the candidate of Right (LR Les Republicains). The goal of Eric Zemmour being to reunite the right, from LR to
RN. (Right and extreme Right). The two candidates, Valerie Pecresse and Eric Zemmour, have had their ups and downs, with a
fluctuating % of opinion of vote, and have stagnated for a few weeks at 10% for each, while Marine Le Pen is estimated at 20% of
voting intentions, in second last Emmanuel Macron has 27%. According to the barometer, she would today be beaten by Emmanuel
Macron in the second round, by 59% of the votes against 41%.

MARINE LE PEN IS EVEN SHAPING UP HER ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LEADER This electoral base has been constant for a
long time. In 1988, in 1995, in 2002, Jean-Marie Le Pen was between 15 and 17% of the votes. It is a faithful electorate, to Marine Le
Pen, who knew how to exploit the subject which concerns the daily life for all the citizens, and knew how to respond with finesse by
positioning itself in the face of the military invasion of Ukraine by Russia. She condemned Russia, without "regretting" her old words,
and said she was "of course" in favor of welcoming Ukrainian refugees. Journalists have often teased her about her visit to Moscow,
the only French woman politician, received by Vladimir Putin, in March 2017, knowing that this men head of state was welcomed at the
Versailles boat, Grand Trianon in May 2017, then in August 2019 at Fort de Bregancon (Presidential Summer Residence) by the
current President Macron…/
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